Applying for a Research Team Assignment in T561

Some assignments in T561 involve participating in an ongoing funded research project centered on a distributed learning medium (for example, the EcoMOBILE project). We can support only a limited number of students for this opportunity, because each student requires some dedication of staff time as well as matching a project need to that student’s capabilities. In this type of assignment, we select what you will do based on our needs and your skills.

If you instead want to develop a project of your own centered on a distributed learning medium our research team is studying (for example, you want to design an augmented reality for learning history), that is a different type of assignment and must be negotiated with Chris Dede. Unfortunately, due to limited resources we cannot provide research team guidance for this type of project.

To apply as a candidate to do your T561 assignment working with a particular research team, please electronically submit a request to the appropriate course dropbox that includes:

A) Your name and email address
B) The particular research team in which you are interested (e.g., EcoMobile), and a second choice of team if you have one.
C) The reasons you are interested in this project.
D) Any prior experience you have working with a research team
E) The skills and knowledge you could bring to the project
F) A second-choice research team if you have one

Providing detailed answers is helpful, as these positions are competitive due to limited availability. Thanks!